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Up Coming Events 

November 30th -December 2nd 2012—
Jama’at officials  Refresher Course in 
Baitul Rehman 
 
December 2nd 2012—Sunday @ 11am—
Ansar & Lajna Meeting  
 
December 21st 2012—Friday @ 7:00pm—
Khuddam General Meeting in Bait-uz-Zafar 
 
December 28th -December 30th 2012—
West Coast Jalsa Salana 
 
Tahir classes for children including High 
school students every Saturdays at 9:30am 
except Dec 29th as new year Holiday  

Jumma in Manhattan gathering is @ 1:10pm 

December  2012                         

Return Address: 
 
Bait-uz-Zafar Envoy 
188-15 McLaughlin Ave 
Hollis, NY 11423 

 
 

Bait-uz-Zafar Envoy and Nawae 
Zafar is a monthly bilingual  news-
letter of the Ahmadiyya  Muslim 
Community of New York. For 

further information contact:  
Bait-uz-Zafar 

188-15 McLaughlin Ave 
Hollis, NY 11423 
Tel: 718 479-3345 

Bait-uz-Zafar Envoy 
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 Humanity First helping Hurricane Sandy 
Humanity First volunteers from all 
over USA and Canada came to Bait-uz-
Zafar to help out the victims of the 
disaster that hit New York and New 
Jersey area and areas surround areas 
with unprecedented  force never seen 
before of such great magnitude  in this 
region ever before. Humanity First 
established its command center at  
Bait-uz-Zafar. Asad Bajwa  took care of 
the accommodation of volunteers stay-
ing at Bait-uz-Zafar and our Ziafat  
team headed by Naeem Sharif took 
care of their  food needs. Br. Ishaq 
Rosiji helped in maintaining Bait-uz-
Zafar while guests were in town. 

 
Among those who were part of the Humanity First team from our New 
York area included sister Attiya Malik and Shazad Latif. 

continues on to next page... 
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President Obama visited the disaster affected area in New York where he spoke with survi-
vors of the storm and met with federal disaster workers, local officials and disaster response 
volunteers.  
 
President Obama also met with volunteers of Humanity First. While shaking hands with 
the President, volunteers gave a brief introduction of Humanity First and told him that 

they have traveled from Canada. President Obama said "We are very thankful to our neighbors from the north". 
 
Few minutes later, addressing to the media, he mentioned that he met some volunteers from Canada and thanked again saying “…I 
want to thank all the volunteers…we have some Canadians who have come down to help out” (referring to volunteers of Humanity 
First from Canada). 
 
Volunteers of Humanity First Canada joined the disaster response team of Humanity First USA that had been assisting the victims 
of super storm Sandy. Hundreds of Humanity First volunteers have been helping the victims from day one.  

Our members, men and women went to the areas that were badly hit and helped out in the cleaning 
efforts. Our volunteers went to Downtown Manhattan, Howard Beach, Staten Island, Far Rockaway 
and Long beach areas. Beside the Ahmadi Volunteers, there were non Ahmadies who helped Human-
ity First to provide help to those affected by the storm. 
 
The cleaning process continues and volunteers from New York area and outside keep coming to give 
their helping hand to those badly affected and lost much of their property and belongings. 
 
Many Khuddam, Ansar, Lajna and Atfal from Queens and Bronx were present to volunteer for the 
Sandy support. Khuddam and Ansar traveled from Washington, Philadelphia, New Jersey, Ohio, 
Pittsburgh, Connecticut, Massachusetts, Maryland, Virginia,  and Canada also came and helped on 
weekends. 
 
There are full stories and photos captured on the official humanity first web site: 

www.usa.humanityfirst.org 

Humanity First Launches relief efforts for Superstorm SANDY Victims... 

President Obama visits Humanity First  



 
   As it was planned to hold two Interfaith meetings during the month of November, the first meeting was held on November 11, 2012 
at Bait-uz-Zafar. The topic of this Interfaith meeting was "Prophets of God".  The basis of this topic was revolved around the 
extremely controversial video regarding Islam and The Holy Prophet (SAW) which was released only a few months prior.  The first 
speaker was Rabbi Randy Sheinberg from Temple Tikvah of New Hyde Park.  The prophecies regarding Judaism and the prophets 
they believe in were brought to light, as Rabbi Sheinberg also mentioned that all the Prophets that come are Prophets of God.  In this 
regard, it is up to the people to accept of reject a Prophet, but there is always truth in a Prophet of God.  The next speaker was a young 
Professor from Yeshiva University, Aaron Koller.  Mr. Koller mentioned that the mission of a Prophet is not only to spread the word 
of God around the land or around his people, but it is also to take the problems and troubles of the people and relate that to God as 
well, since the connection between the Prophet and God is very close and unique.  Mr. Koller delivered an extremely informative 
speech, looking at Prophet hood from every angle.  The third speaker was Reverend Dr. Chris Crayton from the Gethsemane House of 
Prayer Ministries.  Reverend Crayton chose to speak about the teachings of The Holy Prophet (SAW) as is stated in the Holy Quran.  
As opposed to taking a pro-Christian point of view and speak about the significance of Jesus Christ, Reverend Crayton used many 
references from The Holy Quran saying that there is nothing that the Holy Prophet (SAW) did not bring to mankind in his teachings 
and principles.  The final speaker was Dr. Ahmad Chaudhry, who was filling in for Imam Daud Hanif Sb. who is on a tour of the 
Caribbean for Jamaat purposes.  In a very concise and to-the-point speech, Dr. Ahmad Chaudhry spoke about the trustworthiness of 
The Holy Prophet (SAW) and his significant qualities even before his Prophethood.  Dr. Ahmad Chaudhry went on to mention the 
significance of the services rendered by The Holy Prophet (SAW).  He established rights of women, rights of every human being 
regardless of how weak or strong they were, how to show dignity to humanity, prime examples of respect and honor towards enemies, 
no matter how high or low their ranks.  In particular, Dr. Ahmad Chaudhry mentioned the instance when Hadhrat Khadija saw how 
loyal and honest The Holy Prophet (SAW) was when he was only a worker for her.  Despite having a rather large age difference, 
Hadhrat Khadija (40) married The Holy Prophet (25) and gave him all of his wealth, which he distributed evenly amongst the poor.  
The Holy Prophet (SAW) had also brought respect to every Prophet before him, and every Prophet after him.  Overall, Dr. Ahmad 
Chaudhry pointed out The Holy Prophet (SAW) was a great benefactor of humanity, and not only Islam.  Towards the end of the 
meeting, Dr. Ahmad Chaudhry spoke about the relief efforts that Humanity First were undertaking in order to help victims of 
Hurricane Sandy.  There was a book stall set up which attracted the attention of many of the guests, and a few books were given out to 
guests in attendance.  
    A few students from St. Johns university were brought to Bait-uz-Zaffar with a thirst for knowledge regarding some of the common 
topics of todays day and age.  Their questions pertained to the topics of woman's rights, arranged marriages, voting, privacy, and the 
work the members of the Jamaat are doing to give back to the community.  These questions were answered by Vice President Sb., Asad 
Bajwa Sb., and JT Sb.  After a few hours and refreshments, the students left extremely satisfied with what they had learned and were 
given some literature to read up on, had they any more questions. The books include "Why Islam Is My Religion", "Understanding 
Islam", "Our Teaching", "An Elementary Study of Islam". 
    On November 16, 2012, a Church group held a meeting at Bait-uz-Zaffar in which 250 guests were given a copy of Hazoor's 
sermon, dated on September 21, 2012 which was titled "True Love for The Holy Prophet (SAW)".   
    On November 18, 2012 there was a Thanksgiving style dinner at the United Methodist Church in New Hyde Park, NY in which 
every one of the major religions were invited.  This style of dinner takes place every year, and every guest speaks about why or how their 
religion shows thanks.  As the Ahmadiyya Muslim Community was invited to represent Islam,  it was mentioned that the Jamaat does 
and shows its thanks every day and not only once a year. 
    The copy of Hazoor's sermon, dated on September 21, 2012 which was titled "True Love for The Holy Prophet (SAW)" is 
located in the lobby of Bait-uz-Zaffar.  It is encouraged that every member takes a copy and reads it for their own enlightenment, as 
well as to refresh themselves.    

 

Monthly Tabligh Report: 

By: Abdul Ghafoor sahib 

Sadr Nazir Ayaz sahib is seen wearing 
yamaka during the Nov 18th Thanksgiving 
dinner in Synagogue 
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Top Right: Ahmad Mubarak sb speaking in synagogue 
 
Bottom Right: Asad Bajwa sb speaking in synagogue 
 
Above: Christian, Jewish, and Ahmadi Muslim Group photo 
in in synagogue during Thanksgiving Dinner 



 

Bronx Hulqa meeting 
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This month’s Lajna meeting was held on November 18th. The meeting was introduced with tilawat by 
Naeema with Urdu and English translation. Next, Nida Nasar recited Hadith #24, "Intoxicants are Unlaw-
ful, Even in Small Quantities." Urdu translation was done by Fiza Zahid. Samia Noreen followed with a 
nazm, Hamdo Sanaa UsiKo. The meeting preceded with a presentation by Khoshnoor Paracha on the Hu-
manity First Hurricane relief efforts throughout New York City. The presentation included a slide show of 
pictures and videos of Lajna and Nasirat volunteers and the damage left by hurricane Sandy. A group of 15-
20 Lajna members have joined Humanity First’s relief efforts almost every week since the hurricane. They 

helped immensely in organizing and distributing necessary items such as groceries and clothing to people affected by the storm, as 
well as helping people clean out their damaged homes. Bariah Ahmad also spoke about being interviewed by a media network about 
volunteering efforts made by the Ahmadiyya Muslim community and was also asked about the significance of the Lajna. A group of 
15-20 Lajna members have joined Humanity First’s relief efforts almost every week since the hurricane. The next presentation was on 
Taleem done by Dr. Salamat Majeed and Aysha Mansoor on the topic of "The Life of Muhammadsaw: in Light of Huzur's (aba) Ser-
mons." They mentioned Huzur’s (aba) sermon on September 21st regarding the vulgar and insulting video made by a filmmaker 
about the Holy Prophetsaw. In response to this video, Huzur (aba) advised Ahmadies and all Muslims not to react with violence or 
anger as it is against Islam to attack innocent people. He also advised that we hold interfaith seminars and meetings in our communi-
ties in order to invoke the peace of the Holy Prophetsaw amongst our non-Muslim neighbors and friends. A presentation about the 
Holy Prophet’ssaw life followed, led by Sister Farkhanda Ahmed. She spoke about the loving character of the Holy Prophetsaw, and 
how he was merciful and kind to all of God’s creatures. She also said that we should act in order to follow in the footsteps of the 
Holy Prophetsaw. The Health section of the meeting was led by Benish Nayyab as she gave the Lajna information about the dangers of 
high blood pressure, or hypertension. Sister Rehana Nayyer announced that the English translated version of “True Love of the Holy 
Prophetsaw ” is now available as a book. She gave out many copies to the Lajna so that they may distribute them to friends and 
neighbors as a form of Tabligh. Sadr Sahiba concluded the meeting by welcoming two new Lajna, Amara Mahmood and Husna Na-
sir. A gift was also presented to Sister Farkhanda Ahmed on behalf of all Lajna members. The meeting ended with silent prayers and 
lunch.  

The Bronx Hulqa meeting takes place the last Sunday of every month. There was poor attendance at the November meeting. The 
meeting was presided by Ahmad Mubarak sahib. Kindly make  a note of the next meeting, Sunday December  30th at 12 noon. Please 
also  come on time for every Jumma, and Tahir school classes on Saturdays, as well as for  the meetings. The main focus of the meet-
ing was to make  Bronx Hulqa members active and come to the Bronx Mission house for congregation and Friday prayers and  take 
active role in the Jama'at activities in Bait-uz-Zafar.  

Chanda Aam & Wasiyyat: 
∗ Chanda Aam and Wasiyyat: As we reach middle of the current fiscal year, please see to it that  about 50% of the budget should 

have been paid by now and if not please work on it to make up the  past dues. Also take advantage of tax deduction for the cur-
rent  year and include some amount towards the Mosque Fund. 

∗ We were helped by Marqaz to pay our installments and it is time that we keep contributing as on going effort and as Sadqa on 
behalf of our elders who are no more with us towards the Mosque fund. Jazakallah. 

Finance: 
∗ Waqfe Jadid year comes to end in about three weeks, so please work on  to pay all your dues and we need every child to partici-

pate in this blessed scheme. 
∗ Budget for nest fiscal year:  The earning members of the Jama'at  must have by now received letters explaining the budget process 

and a form to be completed and sent to Bait-uz-Zafar with their income Chanda budget. Please do so in time so that we get an 
accurate picture of our income. 

∗ The budget process starts off by members completing their  Chanda Aam and Wasiyyat estimated amount for the upcoming  
fiscal year that starts July 2013 to June 2014. The Jalsa Salana is worked out automatically based on your Chanda estimates. 

∗ The Amila will work on the expense Budget and along with the income budget is to be submitted to Marqaz by December 15th, 
Inshallah so  we  earnestly request your participation and cooperation in this matter. All Bless you and reward you with all your 
financial sacrifices. 
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Majlis Office / Department Designation First Last 
          

Queens 

Qaid (Office)  Local Chapter Leader Abubakar Rana 
    Naib Qaid I (Office)  Local Chapter Asst. Leader Tahir  Khan 

    Naib Qaid II (Office)  Local Chapter Asst. Leader Zulfikar Sikder 

Mo'tamid (Ai'tmad) (Office)  General Secretary  Shoeb Abulkalam 

Nazim Atfal (Office)  Secretary Atfal-ul-Ahmadiyya Shahnoor Piracha 

Murrabi Atfal (Office)  Murrabi Atfal-ul-Ahmadiyya Mohammad Zaman 

Nazim Amoor-e-Tulba (Dept)   Secretary of Student Affairs Mubashir Badar 

Nazim Isha'at (Dept)   Secretary of Publications Shoeb Abulkalam 

Nazim Khidmat-e-Khalq (Dept)   Secretary of Humanitarian Services Omar Meelu 

Nazim Maal (Dept)   Secretary of Finance Zulfikar Sikder 

Nazim Sanat-o-Tijarat (Dept)   Secretary of Commerce/Career Dev.     

Nazim Sehat-e-Jismani (Dept)   Secretary of Health & Fitness  Kawser  Ahmed 

Nazim Tabligh (Dept)   Secretary of Propagation Tahir  Khan 

Nazim Tahrik-e-Jadid (Dept)   Secretary of TJ Participation Tahir Sheikh 
Nazim Tajneed (Dept)   Secretary of Census Atiq Yassar 
Nazim Taleem (Dept)   Secretary of Education Omer Naseer 

Nazim Tarbiyyat (Dept)   Secretary of Training Mueenuddin Ahmad 
Nazim Nau Moba'een (Dept)   Secretary of Training New Converts     
Nazim Umoomi (Dept)   Secretary of Internal Affairs Rizwan Hamid 
Nazim Waqar-e-Amal (Dept)   Secretary of Labor Syeed Ahmed 

2012-2013 Approved Queens Khuddam Amila 

 

Dr. Karim Sharif -Mentor Award-Winners 
LaGuardia Community College is celebrating November month as 
the Faculty‐student collaborative work. Dr. Karim Sharif and his 
student have been featured at the LaGuardia website for winning 
a research poster competition. Biology Professor Karim Sharif, 
and his student Jason Macias won third place among undergraduate and gradu‐
ate students from New York and New Jersey at the 2012 CUNY Alliances for 
Graduate Education and the Professoriate Conference, and Professor Sharif has 
won three research grant awards as a result of their collaboration. Read more… 
 
http://www.laguardia.edu/About/marketing/CUNY-Month/ 
 
http://www.laguardia.edu/Jason-Macias-Profiles/ 

Tarbiyyat: 
Isha at Bait-uz-Zfar is at 7:30pm. Please come with your family and attend. There has been drop in attendance. Zhur is at 1:00pm 
for those who work evening shift to join in congregation prayers. 
 

Talim: 
Tahir school now has new work books, so please ensure all children have their copies. It cost $10 to purchase. 
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Monthly Khuddam Report 
∗ Many Queens local khuddam helped with Volunteer work with Humanity Hurricane Sandy relief effort during weekends of  

11/10/12 & 11/11/12 , 11/17/12 & 11/18/12,and 11/24/12 &11/25/12 after hurricane Sandy recovery effort at 
Howard Beach, Staten Island, Long Beach, and Far Rockaway area. Shaheen restaurant served food for volunteers. 

∗ 6 Khuddam performed Waqar-e-Amal in removing debris and cleared up the exterior of Queens Masjid the day after the 
Hurricane Sandy storm 

∗ Fazle Umar Conference for all National Khuddam Amila members, All Qaideen, and local Amila members was held in Baitul 
Mubarak Mosque in Virginia on Nov. 10-11 to gain a new perspective and vision of Majlis e Khudaam ul Ahmadiyya USA for 
the year 2012-2013. Tahir Khan, Shahnoor Paracha, and Shoeb Abulkalam attened from Queens. 

∗ Khuddam Amila meeting was held on 11/24 at Bait-uz-Zafar. 
∗ Our currently elected and approved Qaid Queens Abubakar Rana sahib is on personal leave from his Qiadat responsibility to 

take care of personal family obligation; requesting humbly for prayers for his wife, and expected 2nd baby to be born soon 
Inshallah.  

∗ The Acting Qaid of Queens Majlis is now Dr. Tahir Khan and Naib Qaid is  Zulfikar Sikder. 
∗  Religious founders day held in Bait-uz-Zafar on 11/11 where khuddam attended and helped with Waqar-e-Amal.  
∗ Danial Ahmed gave a speech on what Thanksgiving means to him in Hillcrest Jewish Synagogue during Thanksgiving eve. 

As the storm approached I thought to myself that "Irene barely did any 
damage in New Yorker, so Sandy won't do a lot of damage either". This 
is the mentality that I had during the beginning of the storm. Soon 
enough the lights went out and then I thought to myself that "the 
electricity will be back by the morning". Without electricity I was like a 
chicken without a head. I was walking back and forth complaining about 
the storm. I thought the worse had happened already, what could be 
worse then not having electricity?  
I took a look outside my window and saw that my neighbors were going 
around the block, so I asked my mom if I can go take a look at what they 
were so eager to see. Once I got around the block reality hit that being a 
New Yorker doesn't mean that I am unassailable. Starting from one 
block behind mine every block was flooded. There was so much water 

that the cars were floating. Everyone was trying to find a way to get the people who live in those house out of there, but there was too 
much water and there was a risk of being electrocuted because of the downed wires. Once the police and the firefighters arrived we all 
thought they will be able to help, but even they weren't prepared enough to get the people out.  

The next morning my mom woke me up and told me "we have to go help". Once we got to Mansoor Uncles block (a block 
away from my house) it was devastating. I thought I had it bad with no electricity, but these people had lost their basements and the 
people who lived in these basements had lost almost everything. Nadeem Bhai (an Ahmadi brother) was one of the people who lost 
almost everything. The water came into his house, damaging the furniture, T.V, their personal belongings, etc. So once we got their I 
saw everyone cleaning their cars and I offered to help. They gladly accepted, but we couldn't do much more than just clean them since 
the insurance companies had made a statement on the damages yet.  
Throughout the whole week I was helping people. I was thankful to Allah that I was not affected as horribly as the others, so I 
wanted to help the people who had it worse than me. I helped this old couple empty their garage/basement, I distributed supplies, 
and we opened our doors to the Ahmadies who needed hot water/showers. We got our electricity back after about a week and a half, 
during that time the house got so cold that we were wearing jackets inside the house. This was an eye opening experience, this made 
me appreciate everything that I own.  

A Hurricane Sandy Experience 

By: Shahnoor Paracha 



 

1. Essential Guidelines for Shura—$6 
2. Ahmadiyyat or Qadianism?- $6 
3. Rules and Regulations of Tahrik Jadid Anjuman Ahmadiyya—$5 
4. Deliverance from the cross—$4 
5. Points to Ponder—$3 
6.    Holy Qur’an by Chaudhry Zafrullah Khan—$10 
7.    An Interpretation of Islam—$4 
8.    Holy Qur’an in Spanish Translation—$15 
9.    Holy Qur’an Pocketbook with English Translation—$6 

To obtain copies of the new arrivals please contact  
Secretary Publications, Shoeb Abulkalam 

New Books & Holy Qur’an Available! 

 This month's monthly general Ansar meeting was delayed due to 
power outage in Bait-uz-Zafar due to super storm Sandy in New York 
area. The meeting was held on November 18th 2012 and was brief due to 
voluntary work needed by Humanity First USA. The program started 
with recitation of Holy Quran, Pledge by Zaeem sahib and hadith presen-
tation from the syllabus and health discussion was presented on “Colon 
Cancer”, at the end Ansar test paper was completed with the help of 
Nazm Talim. Those members who have not done the test paper please 
contact Nazm ta’lim to solve the paper. Ansar member can also take the 
test online by logging into the following Ansar USA website. http://
www.ansarusa.org/talim/ 
 Also this month Majlis members volunteered for Humanity First 
USA for clean up due to aftermath of Super Storm Sandy. If you have 
not done the volunteer work you can donate to Humanity First USA by 
logging into their website. 
 Next Majlis Ansar meeting will be held on December 2nd at 
11:30 AM. All members are requested to attend. 

Ansar Report: 
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Lajna Volunteering work was done by Fauzia Mahmud, 
Qudsia Ghayur, and Shafaq Ahmad, from our Astoria 
Hulqa, organized by The River Fund on Oct 12th, 2012 
from 7am-12pm. The following duties were performed: 
 
∗ 500-550 bags of breads were packed. 
∗ 700-750 bags of onions and potatoes were packed. 
∗ 500-550 bags of string beans were packed. 
∗ Food was distributed to homeless and needy people. 

Lajna Social Report: 

By: Shafaq Ahmad 

Humanity First helping neighbors in Long Beach 
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Fajr: 15 minutes after calendar time 
Zuhr: 1:00 PM 

Asr: As per calendar time 
Maghrib: As per calendar time 

Isha: 7:30PM 
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Visitors to New York Jama’at: 
∗ Imam Yahyah Luqman sahib who came to New York to help the Humanity First 

efforts delivered Friday sermon at Bait-uz-Zafar reminding youths and others on 
how best to live their lives based on a Khutba delivered by Hadhrat Khalifatul 
Masih III. 

∗ Naib Amir and executive Director Humanity First, Munum Naeem sahib visited 
New York and toured  the storm effected area and at the same time  helped some 
of the homes effected by the Storm. 

∗ Imam Inamul Kasuer sahib led Jumma prayer at Bait-uz-Zafar on November 23rd 
2012. In his sermon he mentioned the history of Thanksgiving and how we all 
should be grateful to God for keeping us healthy and should not take things for 
granted. He also reminded everyone to try to build a healthy relationship with 
God to self benefit and always to safeguard from God’s wrath like Hurricane 
Sandy and other natural disaster. 

2013 NY Jama’at Calendar: 
We are happy to inform our readers that 2013 Calendar is in print and the theme is Peace. The theme focuses on inner peace, peace 
within the family, peace within a nation, and global peace. We could not find a better theme which can describe the current unrest in 
the world. As always, the calendar will contain Salat timings, 2013 Jama'at events, services, publications, and media provided by the 

Jama'at. The calendar is being designed by Shazia Kokhar, Hadi Nasir sahib. We anticipate to have the calendars available after     
December 15th Inshallah. It will be a great gift for all and source of Tabligh for the new Year. The price is $2.00 as previous years. 

Tehrik-e-Jadid: 
 USA collected $1.905 Million Dollars ahead from $ 1.66 Million last year.  Our participation rose from 9,015 last year to 
10,610  this year, Alhumdolillah.  Here are the results announced by our beloved Huzur (aba) in his Khutba of November 9, 2012: 
Pakistan  stands first overall, Outside Pakistan, here is the picture: 

Number One USA   1.2 Million British Pounds 
Number Two  Germany  1.1 Million British Pounds 

Number Three  UK 
Number Four Canada 

∗ Sister of Naseer Sheikh sahib passed away and her Janaza was held at Bait-uz-Zafar. She was buried at the Jama’at cemetery in Long island. 
∗ Father of Saleem Mahmood Cheema sahib passed away in Pakistan. 
∗  

   اّنا هللا و اّنا اليہ راجيعون       
     Inna lillahi wa inna ilahi raji'un   

 

May Allah The Almighty elevate their status in paradise and grant Patience to the family members to bear this great loss.  

Deaths: 

A note of appreciation: 
We extend our appreciation to Saira Bajwa, our English Editor and graphics for Bait-uz-Zafar Envoy as she is leaving us after working dili-
gently for a year. We pray for your success and wish you all the best of luck in your new stage in life. Jazakallah! 
 

Request for prayers: 
Mrs. Amina Hamid has been in the hospital for a while now and so is Hamid Ahmad sahib. Please remember both in your special prayers for their 
complete and quick recovery. 


